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THE TRIPLE WIN OF
BETTER BUILDING EFFICIENCY
Improved building efficiency offers a triple win—economic,
environmental and social benefits across a building’s lifecycle.
ECONOMIC BENEFITS: Building efficiency can reduce costs,
improve productivity and help create jobs for people in cities.
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In 2015, the city of Johannesburg, South Africa
introduced a set of basic requirements for energy-efficient
building development aimed at reducing electricity
consumption by 25 megawatt-hours over five years.
Codes can be a powerful tool. In the United States, codes
saved more than US $44 billion in energy costs and 300
million tons of carbon emissions between 1992 and 2014.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS: Building efficiency increases
energy productivity by eliminating waste and reducing the
need for investment in new power plants. It improves air
quality and reduces pressure on other vital resources.
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Globally, buildings are responsible for nearly 40% of
energy use (60% of electricity use), 12% of water use, 40% of waste generated (by volume)
and 40% of material resource use.
A study by the International Energy Agency (IEA) shows that globally implemented energyefficiency measures in the building sector could deliver CO2 emissions savings as high as
5.8 billion tons by 2050, the equivalent of the entire US output in 2013. They could lower
greenhouse gas emissions by 83% from projected emissions.

SOCIAL BENEFITS: City residents benefit most when building efficiency is built in to overall city
design. Better overall health and productivity improve the quality of life for urban dwellers,
especially among those underserved by clean, reliable, affordable power.

▪▪

Efficient buildings can improve energy access and reduce energy poverty or insecurity in the
urban core. Occupants of energy-efficient homes are likely to spend less money on lighting,
heating, or cooling, enhancing spending power for purchase of food, education and other
essential items.

Social

EFFICIENT CITIES: THREE KINDS OF GREAT
Enhancing building efficiency is one of the fastest and most costeffective ways of improving economic development, air quality and
public health.
Job Generator
The construction sector represents 10% of
world GDP, 10% of the workforce and in
emerging markets 16.7% of GDP. Building
efficiently creates construction jobs and
reduces energy consumption.

Lifecycle of a Building
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Across a building’s lifecycle, regular maintenance and renovation can provide
opportunities for dramatically reducing municipal energy consumption
through, for example, specifying energy efficient materials and additional
insulation as part of routine roof replacement.

Green Cities
Efficiency enhancements implemented
globally can reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from the building sector by
83% from 2050 projections.
Welcome Change
Cities with efficient buildings reduce
energy costs to current residents. They
attract new residents and businesses
seeking an affordable and livable location
to call home.

4 Surprising Ways Energy-Efficient Buildings Benefit Cities
1. B uildings are large, long-lasting investments. Efficient buildings provide better social and
financial returns.
2. B uilding efficiently the first time offers huge economic opportunities, particularly for developing
nations in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
3. B uilding efficiency is one of the most affordable ways to curb climate change.
4. B uilding efficiency can significantly reduce illness and death related to air pollution, particularly
in the places suffering the most.

CHALLENGE INTO OPPORTUNITY
Tapping the extraordinary energy opportunities in cities hinges on what we call the Eight Actions.
But first, municipal leaders must identify and overcome the barriers to progress.
Engaging stakeholders is essential. Making use of new technologies and systems, understanding
available financing options and opportunities and measuring and reporting successes are some of
the strategies cities everywhere can use to cut costs and improve efficiencies.
Implementing some or all of the Eight Actions, outlined below, can show rapid results. Failure to
address them misses a huge economic opportunity. Worse, it means more polluted, less livable
cities.

Crossing the Bridge to More Efficient Buildings
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THE EIGHT ACTIONS
We recommend eight approaches for transforming cities through
enhanced energy efficiency. Each recommendation receives a chapter’s
worth of in-depth treatment in the guidebook.
1. BUILDING EFFICIENCY CODES AND STANDARDS: Cities are built upon a
foundation of building codes. Well-designed codes and standards requiring minimum
levels of energy efficiency in design, construction and/or operation of building systems
can cost-effectively decrease energy expenses over buildings’ lifetimes. Because they
have such an impact on improving efficiency, energy-related building codes are on the
increase around the world.
2. EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT TARGETS: Local governments must set clear
energy reduction targets to improve building performance across cities, or at least in
government-owned buildings. Governments can also introduce voluntary targets to
incentivize private sector action.
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3. PERFORMANCE INFORMATION AND CERTIFICATIONS:
The market can function if there is clear data differentiating performance. Increasing
the transparency of building performance enables building owners, managers and
occupants to make informed real estate transactions, improve building performance
and track performance against targets. Ratings and certificates create opportunities to
publicly reward and promote energy excellence, enhancing the market value of highperforming buildings.
4. INCENTIVES AND FINANCE: City-level leaders have opportunities to make strategic
investments in building efficiency, and can work with national and private sector
financial institutions to help overcome inertia and spur new investment in buildings.
Financing to help cover upfront costs can spark greater investment.
5. GOVERNMENT LEADERSHIP BY EXAMPLE: Successful government policies in
one city should be shared among other urban areas to improve building efficiency while
creating greater demand and acceptance for building efficiency.
6. ENGAGING BUILDING OWNERS, MANAGERS AND OCCUPANTS:
Local governments should engage private-sector building owners and occupants
through partnerships, competitions and awards, user-feedback and energy
management activities.
7. ENGAGING TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL SERVICE PROVIDERS:
The public and private sectors should work together to train the local workforce to
implement energy reduction strategies. Engaging service providers enables them to
meet demand for building efficiency projects and create good jobs.
8. WORKING WITH UTILITIES: Governments can tap utility-customer relationships to
provide better data and make efficient technologies more accessible.
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Building Efficiency Codes
European Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) Directive and Implementation in Brussels: This
performance-based code applies to new construction and existing buildings. The Brussels-Capital
region of Belgium has adapted a policy mandating Passive House construction starting in 2015–
considerably lower than the nZEB standard. Though no buildings in Brussels complied with this
standard in 2007, low-energy buildings are now the norm for all new construction.

Government Leadership by Example
Energy Efficiency of Public Buildings In Kiev: 1,270 public buildings in the city of
Kiev—including healthcare, educational, and cultural facilities—were retrofitted
with cost-effective, energy-efficient systems and equipment. Based on the project’s
success, many other cities in Ukraine have requested information on the project and
expressed interest in implementing similar retrofits in their public buildings.

Incentives and Finance
Rio de Janeiro’s Qualiverde Program: Rio de Janeiro adopted the Qualiverde
Program in 2012, providing a municipal definition for certified green building
projects that are eligible to receive tax benefits such as tax incentives, property tax
reductions or exemptions from certain local building regulations. Sustainability
measures that gain projects points towards the certification include water
management, energy efficiency and thermal performance.
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Knowing what needs to be done is not
the same as getting it done. In the report,
you will find detailed plans for developing
action plans, building local capacity, seeking
financing, winning stakeholder support and
tracking subsequent progress.
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While no universal approach exists to designing
a policy and program pathway for delivering
building efficiency, policymakers can pursue
efficiency objectives through a wide array
of policy tools and mechanisms, which are
discussed in detail in the guidebook.
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LEARN MORE
A new policy guidebook from World Resources Institute (WRI) and a dozen
partners, Accelerating Building Efficiency: Eight Actions for Urban Leaders, shows
how city-level leaders worldwide can overcome barriers to improving building
efficiency and reduce energy demand through policy and market action. WRI finds
that better energy efficiency in buildings can unlock a “triple win” of economic,
environmental and social benefits for cities, and taking action now can avoid
locking in decades of inefficiency.
Providing a comprehensive approach to enhancing building efficiency and dozens
of case studies from efforts in cities across the world, the report is packed with
practical advice aimed at city leaders and policy makers, laid out in specific
recommendations—the Eight Actions—for maximizing building efficiency.
This politically smart, commonsense approach to tapping into any city’s energy
potential will help leaders build support as they advance policies and solutions that do the right thing for people,
cities, and the planet.
To read the full report, visit www.wri.org/buildingefficiency.
For more information on WRI’s Building Efficiency Initiative, visit www.buildingefficiencyinitiative.org.

PARTNER WITH US
The Building Efficiency team at WRI Ross Center for Sustainable Cities partners with cities and agencies around the globe to
implement strategies for improving their cities’ building efficiency. To learn more about how you can partner with us, please contact
Debbie Weyl (Debbie.Weyl@wri.org) or Eric Mackres (EMackres@wri.org).
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ABOUT WRI ROSS CENTER
FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIES
WRI is a global research organization that spans more than 50 countries. With offices in the United
States, China, India, Brazil, Indonesia and more, we work with world leaders to turn big ideas into action
to sustain natural resources. Through our WRI Ross Center for Sustainable Cities, we use technical
expertise, cutting-edge research, and on-the-ground partnerships to design solutions that enable
sustainable city growth. We implement projects that overcome the challenges of urbanization. We partner
with businesses, governments, and civil society to scale our successful pilot projects globally.

Note: Sources for all statistics and information in this brochure can be found in the full report,
Accelerating Building Efficiency: Eight Actions for Urban Leaders, or online at www.wri.org/
buildingefficiency.
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